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Synopsis: 
  
In 1959, a time capsule is to be buried at the William Dawes Elementary school in Lexington, 
Massachusetts. While the students draw pictures to place in the capsule, Lucinda (Lara 
Robinson) – whose idea this was – fills the page with number sequences. A teacher takes the 
page before she finishes, and it is buried in the capsule. Lucinda is later found in the school’s 
basement clawing numbers into a door. Fifty years later, the class of 2009 open the capsule. 
Caleb (Chandler Canterbury), the son of Massachusetts Institute of Technology astrophysicist 
John Koestler (Nicolas Cage), opens Lucinda’s envelope. That night, John deciphers the page 
of numbers: they represent dates predicting every major global catastrophe in the last 50 
years as well as future events, their geographical coordinates and the number of dead. 
Disturbingly, the final date predicts an approaching disaster that will wipe out the world’s 
population. While John originally disbelieves his conclusion, when a plane crashes on the 
exact date and coordinates predicted, he frantically tries to locate Lucinda. The situation 
becomes more complicated when pale men, who communicate through extrasensory 
whispering, begin stalking Caleb. Discovering that Lucinda has passed away, John contacts 
Diana (Rose Byrne), her daughter. Both Caleb and Diana’s daughter Abby (Lara Robinson) 
hear whispers from the strangers. Eventually, John discovers that a solar flare, and the 
radiation it will cause, will wipe out the human population. Just before the solar flare strikes, 
John uncovers the coordinates Lucinda scratched into the school’s door years earlier – 
marking the location of the mobile home Lucinda resided in before her death. However, 
Diana has already left with Caleb and Abby to hide in caves. On the way, she is killed in a car 
crash. The whisperers kidnap the children and take them to the mobile home. John arrives 
soon after. The whisperers are an alien race; the location is their spaceship’s pick-up-point. 
Caleb and Abby have been chosen by the aliens to restart the human population after the 
catastrophe. They leave Earth with the children, each of whom is accompanied by a rabbit. 
John is left to die with his family as human civilisation is decimated by the flare. Caleb and 
Abby begin a new life on an alien planet.     
Critique:  
 
Directed by Alex Proyas, the Knowing is an action-packed science-fiction disaster movie.  
A well-known Australian director working in Hollywood, Proyas has developed an 
international reputation for stylised fantasy and science-fiction movies, including the neo-
gothic movie The Crow (1994), the complex science-fiction film Dark City (1998), and the 
adaptation of Isaac Asimov’s sci-fi classic I, Robot (2004) which earned almost US$350 
million theatrically worldwide. Knowing was produced for US$50 million and relies heavily 
upon special effects (including a visually impressive sequence of the world being destroyed) 
and high-octane action sequences (including a notable plane crash). Knowing’s cast included 
Australian actors, Rose Byrne and Ben Mendelsohn, and American actor Nicolas Cage. 
While Knowing received typically poor critical reviews, the movie performed well at the box-
office earning over US$183 million worldwide.              
 
Controversy surrounded the movie during its production in Australia. A film with strong 
creative, stylistic and financial input from Hollywood, Knowing was one of the first local 
‘blockbusters’ to receive funding through the Producer Offset. The offset, implemented in 
2007, is an incentive designed to foster commercially-driven Australian production (as 
opposed to cultural films without commercial imperatives) (Ryan 2012) and provides 
Australian producers with a 40 per cent rebate on eligible film expenditure. Individual 
projects are assessed on whether a film meets criteria defining ‘Australian content’ and 
provisions regarding domestic production expenditure, namely: creative control (production 
company/studio), creative input, location of production, and the Significant Australian 
Content (SAC) test (at the time, to determine whether or not the content was significantly 
Australia in terms of subject matter and whether the amount of Australian creative input 
involved in the script was adequate). Not long after the incentive’s inception in 2008, George 
Miller’s Hollywood blockbuster then in development, Justice League of America (still in 
development at the time of writing), was controversially refused provisional certification for 
the Producer Offset by Screen Australia on grounds that the movie failed to pass the SAC 
test, despite the fact the production had commercial potential and would have been directed 
by an Australian. At the time, this decision positioned the offset as a cultural production 
incentive.  
 
Knowing (2009) was Screen Australia’s next critical decision. Despite being filmed in 
Australia, and directed and co-written by Proyas, Knowing could have been viewed by 
proponents of localism vis-à-vis internationalism as a Hollywood movie helmed by an 
Australian, with partial Australian creative input but significant Hollywood control, 
attempting to gain access to a generous 40 per cent rebate aimed at stimulating ‘local’ 
production. Following Knowing’s release, the filmmakers were surprised to receive 
notification that the movie had qualified for the Producer Offset as ‘the film had previously 
been denied the offset, presumably because it wasn't considered Australian enough’ (Bodey 
2010). As a commentator for The Australian wrote, ‘in a farcical situation ... the Australian 
director and producers of the film Knowing, Alex Proyas and Topher Dow, were unaware that 
their film had finally qualified for the federal government's 40 per cent producer offset, a 
subsidy that could pay for up to $20 million’ of the film’s budget (Bodey 2010). Yet the 
movie is now officially regarded as Australian by Screen Australia. Following this decision, a 
number of similar films with strong international creative input have been funded under the 
offset, including Legend of the Guardians: The Owls of Ga'Hoole (2010) directed by 
American Zack Snyder, based on a book series written by US author Kathryn Lasky, and 
produced by local animation and visual effects company Animal logic with a strong 
Australian cast.  
 
Despite an intriguing premise and some impressive sequences, Knowing is laced with cliché. 
The depiction of Lucinda as a pale, creepy girl with black hair as well as the scene in which 
she scratches into the door are strikingly similar to the iconography of The Ring (Gore 
Verbinski, 2002) and its sequel The Ring 2 (Hideo Nakata, 2005). Although Proyas’ signature 
pessimistic tone (prominent in The Crow and Dark City) is present in the film, predictable 
train/plane crashes, end of days’ prophecies, apocalyptic hysteria, possessed children, and 
blonde aliens (reminiscent of Ridley Scott’s (1982) Blade Runner) are all derivative of 
countless science-fiction and apocalyptic disaster movies.         
Knowing’s ending is poorly conceived and grossly undeveloped. For most of the narrative, 
Proyas attempts to build suspense and mystery. Yet the alien twist is glaringly obvious and 
anti-climatic. The question of why the aliens are on earth, and why they save the ‘chosen 
ones’ is poorly explained, other than to preserve humanity. But most of the human race is left 
to die. This – perhaps inadvertently – suggests that the human race should be wiped, and 
humanity needs to start over. This idea, however, is never foregrounded in the narrative. 
Moreover, when Abby and Caleb leave earth their spaceship is joined by other craft departing 
the atmosphere which suggests that numerous others were chosen to continue the human 
population. Caleb and Abby each take with them a rabbit given to them by the aliens. But it is 
never explained if the rabbits came from the alien planet, or whether animals were also saved 
from earth. Have other animals also been saved, or have only children and rabbits been 
chosen to restore life from earth after the disaster? As this suggests, the motivation for, and 
explanation of, the alien twist and the salvation of humanity are thin and opaque.   
Overall, the movie is somewhat entertaining without being ground-breaking; but it is slow, 
clichéd and fails to be entirely engaging.        
Mark David Ryan 
 
